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An amount within the range between Â£100 and Â£1000 can be fetched by the loan seekers who
want to go for installment payday loans, but the amount that he will receive depends on the decision
of the finance providers. The finance providers accept the loan application submitted online or
offline, although they like the online submission more. When they get the online loan application,
they can arrange the payment within short time. Within short time, the lenders verify the entries
made in the loan application and approve the loans in most of the cases. They transfer the payable
cash to the bank address of the applicants within the next banking day if not earlier.

Installment payday loans can be secured without producing any kind of valuable property which the
finance seekers treat as collateral. Finance without collateral is bracketed with higher rates of
interest. The lenders allow the borrowers to clear the loan amount within 14 to 31 days and in
installments. The borrowers are to pay more, in the form of penalties or fines, if they fail to obey the
loan agreement and especially its program for repayment. It is good that most of the lenders do not
demand any processing charge. On the other hand, they do not provide any suggestion or direction
on how the borrowers should or must use the cash they would get.

The finance providers do not ask the loan seekers to fax their personal information including
information regarding financial transactions etc. Moreover, installment payday loans are available to
the section of borrowers whose credit score has gone below 600 marks as per FICO. This is to
mean that bad credit holders are also eligible for this kind of small finance.

Installment payday loans are advanced against the applicantsâ€™ paycheck of the next month. The
salaried people of UK need financial solution when their monthly income is exhausted before the
next payday. It is necessary for the loan seekers to satisfy some conditions to be qualified for
installment payday loans. The British citizenship with above 18 years of age, holding of a valid
savings account and employment in any legally approved organization with monthly earning of
about Â£1000 are what the loan seekers must have to fulfill the eligibility criteria.
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